
THE CHECK ENGINE LIGHTTM FOR FOOD SERVICE & CAFETERIAS

MEET MONNIT: A U.S.-based manufacturer, Monnit makes wireless sensors

that monitor what matters most—if something goes wrong, our sensors send an alert.

Whether it’s a global fast-food chain or a school cafeteria, Monnit’s Internet of Things

(IoT)solutions track the most valuable assets.

Ready to take control of your business? Let’s get you a trial kit.
Contact our Utah-based support team to receive customized support and solutions at (801) 561-5555.

Want to dive deeper into our technology? See more of our wireless solutions at monnit.com. 

THE PROBLEM: Lajuana Wimberley, the Director of Nutrition at the Llano

Independent School District, approached Monnit to automate temp checks for her

school’s walk-in coolers and freezers. Spoilage was commonplace for the cafeteria

thanks to power outages, blown fuses, and equipment failure. Just like the meals

Lajuana’s team serves students, the budget also had to be balanced.  

New to the IoT, Lajuana needed guidance to monitor multiple kitchen and cafeteria

areas reliably. Monnit Support helped her install an initial small-scale trial to address

spoilage. Sensors were mounted outside of the walk-in coolers and freezers;

temperature probes were threaded through the door seals. 
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  I am impressed with these wireless sensors! They do exactly what we need them to,
  and have already saved us from a few issues with our walk-in coolers and freezers.
   Lajuana Wimberley, Director of Nutrition Llano Independent School District

LESS THAN $1,000
PREVENTS FAILURE & SPOILAGE

Lajuana could now get operational updates in real-time

through the iMonnit analytics and sensor management dashboard

wherever she was working. Via iMonnit, the temperature sensors

were configured to check and record temperatures every hour.

Alerts (text or email) were also set up to be issued to staff if

temperatures exceeded preset thresholds. Realizing she’d

solved a critical operational issue, Lajuana implemented

more sensors to monitor her other culinary responsibilities.

For under $1,000, Lajuana prevented the large-scale

failures that had previously cost her school thousands

in spoilage. Beyond saving money, she streamlined

labor while alleviating her team’s day-to-day stresses,

freeing them to focus intently on nourishing scholars. 

FOOD SERVICE & CAFETERIAS

CURRENT METER TEMPERATURE SENSORS

Track subtle changes in a machine’s power
use. Rising consumption may foreshadow
failure. Get an alert via text, email, or call
if something starts to go wrong.

For coolers and freezers where
consistent temperatures are vital,

temperature sensors are the
perfect fit.

iMONNIT ONLINE MONITORING SOFTWARE

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ANY DEVICE

THE SOLUTION:  A 3-PART DEFENSE WITH MONNIT
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